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Abstract
Immediately loaded post-extraction implants are a valid therapeutic alternative to traditional implantology, if used in well-selected cases and following a specific
surgical-prosthetic protocol. In this case, following a vertical fracture, an upper left lateral incisor was replaced with an immediately loaded post-extraction implant.
3 months later, after osseointegration, it was decided to place an epithelial-connective tissue graft after epithelium removal, with envelope flap, in order to thicken the
tissues and prevent the physiological contraction (about 1mm) that is found in the first year after loading.

Introduction
Approximately in the mid-80s, at the same time of the development
of traditional connective tissue grafting techniques, defined as
bilaminar or subepithelial [1] the envelope variant of the procedure
was introduced by Raetzke [2].
After a long time period it was then revalued thanks to the advent
of minimally-invasive surgical techniques.
Even over time in the literature have emerged evidence of greater
increase in post-treatment keratinized tissue, not to be confused with
a greater percentage of root coverage with the en - velope technique
compared to the bilaminar one associated with the coronally positioned
flap [3].
When we speak of a connective tissue grafting we mean a collection
of epithelial-connective tissue to which the epithelial component is
removed, whose donor site is identifiable in fibro - mucous palatine,
rich in dense connective tissue. Unlike Trap-Door technique, where
a partial thickness primary flap is raised and after the deep connective
tissue extraction has been car- ried out, the “door” is closed, creating
a healing by first intention, the epithelial-connective technique, which
it plans to withdraw the gingival tissue in full while creating a second
inten - tion healing, it allows to incorporate into the graft a more stable
and dense tissue which undergoes less contraction in time.
Furthermore, since the collection is reduced in thickness, bleeding
is minimal, pain is almost absent and healing is very rapid.
According to a recent study [4], the post-operative course of
patients treated with the two different techniques showed no significant
differences. However at 1 year from surgery, patients treated with the
connective tissue grafting technique achieved an increase greater than
gingival thickness compared to those with the Trap-Door technique.
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Going more specifically when applying these techniques to
implantology we must take into account the differences between the
peri-implant tissues compared to those surrounding the natural teeth.
The first one are certainly less resistant to mechanical or
microbiological irritation agents, due to the lower blood supply, the
different course of periodontal fibers and a higher percentage of collagen
fibers and lower fibroblasts, which make it resemble a scar tissue [5].

Case presentation
A 25-year-old male patient, ASA I and smoker was referred to our
attention with a fractured left upper lateral incisor (Figure 1).
After evaluating different therapeutic options, it was decided to
extract the tooth and place an immediately loaded implant. (Figure 2).
After a period of three months to obtain the osseointegration of
the implant and the healing of the peri-implant soft tissues, already
conditioned by the immediate provisional (Figure 3), the case has been
carefully reevaluated on the aesthetic level.
In the context of an implant therapy is immediately evident that
the key for an excellent ae- sthetic result is an harmonic profile of the
soft tissue.
Harmony can be defined as what is beautiful in our eyes from an
aesthetic point: only if the profile of the soft tissue is harmonious the
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technician will be able to transfer this balance to the shape of the teeth.
So we have to maintain all this over time; in this way implant rehabilitation can be defined as a successfully treatment [6].

An intrasulcular incision is then extended to partial thickness in
the mesial and distal apical direction to create a true envelope within
which the previously performed graft is inserted.

Following careful evaluation of the case, perimplant soft tissue after
three months from the first surgery are harmonic, but very thin and
therefore will certainly meet over the years to a recession thus creating
an imperfection of our rehabilitation. (Figure 4) [7,8].

6 months after grafting, the case was finalized with a zirconiumceramic crown (Figure 6) .

Discussion and conclusions

For this reason, in agreement with the patient, a graft of connective
tissue was provided. In order to reduce its invasiveness and to optimize
time and results, was performed with the envelope technique. (Figure 5)

As we can see from the final pictures and also at 4 years from the
finalization of the case (Figure 7), we have obtained a conversion of the
biotype from thin to thick contrasting the physiological recession of the

Figure 1. ASA I and smoker was referred to our attention with a fractured left upper lateral incisor
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Figure 2. After evaluating different therapeutic options, it was decided to extract the tooth and place an immediately loaded implant
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Figure 3. After a period of three months to obtain the osseointegration of the implant and the healing of the peri-implant soft tissues, already conditioned by the immediate provisional
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Figure 4. perimplant soft tissue after three months from the first surgery are harmonic, but very thin and therefore will certainly meet over the years to a recession thus creating an
imperfection of our rehabilitation
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Figure 5. In agreement with the patient, a graft of connective tissue was provided. In order to reduce its invasiveness and to optimize time and results, was performed with the envelope
technique
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Figure 6. 6 months after grafting, the case was finalized with a zirconium-ceramic crown
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Figure 7. After 4 years from the finalization of the case
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soft tissues that occurs as a result of our surgical acts. Also providing
formation of biological width and achieved an aesthetic result easily to
maintain over time, we can therefore define as successful therapy [9].
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It should not be forgotten that the results are achievable thanks
to a correct implant placement for the growth of soft tissues in the
interpapillary spaces and for the maintenance of the buccalplate, on
which the vestibular aspect of our tissues will depend [10,11].
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Lastly, it is useful to remember that according to a Burkhardt
study the percentages success of recessions coverage are 95% on
natural teeth, while on implants they fall to 66% at 6 mon - ths after
surgery [12].
We have decided to document this case to provide a valid alternative
to conventional immediate load implant treatment, where the aesthetic
result is not completely satisfactory. The technique proved to be safe
and effective.
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